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LIBRARY JOURNAL NAMES DR. SUZIE ALLARD AS RECIPIENT
OF THE 2013 LJ TEACHING AWARD
ProQuest sponsored award recognizes University of Tennessee Educator
NEW YORK – November 14, 2013 – “Talent,” “passion,” and “energy” are three words used to
describe Dr. Suzie Allard, associate professor and associate director of the School of Information
Sciences (SIS) in the College of Communication and Information (CCI) at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville (UTK) and the recipient of the 2013 LJ Teaching Award. The award,
cosponsored by ProQuest®, recognizes one outstanding educator who excels at educating the
next generation of librarians. Allard is notable for a decade of work building a specialty in
science information and science data management and for creating a true classroom-practice
science library education program.
Nominated by Carol Tenopir, Professor at SIS, and director of research and the Center for
Information and Communication Studies at CCI, Allard was selected by the editors of Library
Journal, the profession’s leading trade magazine from a competitive group of nominations from
across the United States. Allard stood out amongst other submissions for her forward thinking
approach to building relationships and forging non-traditional partnerships with institutions such
as the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Getty Museum, and U.S Geological Survey to create
connections between students’ coursework and professional scientific field work. These
partnerships push boundaries, fuel new courses, create true practice-classroom experiences, and
open the door for a flow of information in scientific communities.

Beyond building courses and partnerships, Allard is known for nurturing one-on-one relationships
with her students: recruiting them, mentoring them in many ways, and helping them to get jobs as

science librarians and data librarians and as other science information positions. “I am deeply
involved in mentoring, and for our science information students it is an emerging area, so everything
is not yet in coursework. To me, this involvement and mentoring is a crucial form of teaching,”
Allard says. Her mentoring approach contributes deeply to her student’s career development.

“Dynamic and groundbreaking, Dr. Allard has innovated within her school’s program to expand the
possibilities for the future librarians while also extending the value of the professional degree. We are
honored to add her to the ranks of Teaching Award winners,” said Rebecca T. Miller, editor-in-chief
of Library Journal.

“ProQuest’s longstanding support of researchers, students, and faculty in LIS programs aims to help
librarians adapt and thrive in new and changing environments. Showcasing the work of educators
who are spurring the evolution of library schools and inspiring the next generation of librarian leaders
is an important part of our advocacy efforts,” said Kurt Sanford, ProQuest CEO. “Dr. Allard is very
much the kind of teacher this award seeks to recognize and someone who is making a meaningful
contribution to the future of the profession. We’re delighted to join with Library Journal in
recognizing her many contributions to her institution and her students.”

Allard has produced and co-produced many reports and publications, including DataONE:
Facilitating eScience through Collaboration, Data Sharing by Scientists: Perceptions and Practices
and Building Bridges: Information Science Skills to the Leverage the Power of Environmental
Information. The Institute of Museum and Library Services has supported the following project she
is leading: Cybersecurity for Science Information: Developing Workforce Proficiency (2012), and
SciData: Science Data and Information Professionals for the Future. Her professional research and
writing accomplishments demonstrate her focus and enthusiasms.
The award comes with a $5000 honorarium from ProQuest and a feature story in November 15, 2013
issue of Library Journal. Read the full story online.
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